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Abstract 

This work explores the capabili�es of genera�ve adversarial networks (GANs) in image genera�on using 
transfer learning on limited datasets assimilated from Instagram and the crea�on of a pipeline of tools to 
intake and filter image datasets compa�ble with GAN training requirements. Transfer learning is a 
technique that leverages a network pretrained on a different, o�en larger, dataset. Transfer learning 
provides benefits in training �me, compu�ng requirements, and small dataset compa�bility. This work 
demonstrates the poten�al of pretrained networks in adap�ng to new domains of data, even when 
retraining on small datasets. 
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Introduc�on 

Genera�ve modeling is the unsupervised learning task of modeling a distribu�on of input training data 
so that samples synthesized from the learned model resemble plausible samples from the real 
distribu�on [1]. Genera�ve adversarial networks (GANs) offer an innova�ve solu�on to this task with an 
architecture of a generator network and a discriminator network pited against one another as 
adversaries (Figure 1). The generator is tasked with learning the distribu�on of a real dataset to generate 
synthe�c samples mimicking the training data. The discriminator is tasked with learning to correctly 
classify real and synthe�c samples while providing feedback to the generator on its success [2]. Random 
noise is o�en fed into the generator as a star�ng point for genera�ng the ar�ficial samples, although 
that is not always the case. 
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Together, these networks and their loss func�ons compete in a two-player minimax game. While the 
discriminator learns to maximize its classifica�on successes, the generator learns to generate samples 
that minimize the discriminator’s classifica�on successes. First, the distribu�on from which the input 
random noise is created is defined with a prior . The nonlinear func�on that maps input to the data 
space is denoted . The resul�ng distribu�on of generated data, , is learned to resemble the distribu�on 
of the training data, . Lastly, the probability that a data point is from the training dataset rather than the 
generated one is denoted . Then, the minimax loss equa�on is defined with the value func�on , as 
described in the func�on [2]. 

 

Currently, image data is the most popular domain for GANs training [3]. Not only was the first GAN 
trained with image data, but their most well-known and exci�ng applica�ons typically involve some form 
of image synthesis. Among such foci include image genera�on for datasets [2], photo-realis�c human 
face genera�on [4], and text-to-image genera�on [5]. 

In many published works, GANs are trained from scratch, but doing so is difficult. Training on large 
datasets over extended periods can prove costly in �me and computa�on, especially with image data [4]. 
According to NVIDIA, the ideal GAN is trained with 50,000 to 100,000 images. However, arbitrarily 
decreasing the size of the dataset to save computa�onal resources o�en results in various training 
failures. The most common failure is when the discriminator overfits to the data, becoming overly adept 
at classifying real and generated images, forcing the generator to synthesize nonsense to fool the 
discriminator [6]. Addi�onally, datasets from some domains may be limited by specificity or an 
abundance of samples to train from in real life. 

Figure 1. Basic genera�ve adversarial network structure [17]. 

http://www.itea.org/
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A proposed solu�on to balance training failure minimiza�on and cost efficiency is to leverage transfer 
learning to train a GAN on the desired target dataset. Transfer learning is the technique of applying a 
model that has been previously trained on one task or domain of data to another task or domain. In the 
context of GANs and image data, a pretrained generator from a GAN has already learned the weights of 
key features from the images of a source dataset, such as edges, curves, colora�on, and ligh�ng paterns. 
Ideally, the prior knowledge learned from the source domain enables the network to adapt to the target 
dataset when it con�nues training, requiring less data from the target domain and a frac�on of the 
itera�ons of training from scratch while achieving similar levels of performance and without 
encountering mode failures. In addi�on, the relaxed requirements on data and training �me also enable 
more training runs, observing GAN training behavior and tes�ng GAN effec�veness in a more efficient 
manner. 

This work’s primary objec�ve is to evaluate the efficiency and effec�veness of transfer learning to train 
GANs on small datasets by exploring the method’s successes and limita�ons under various combina�ons 
of source and target domains. A secondary objec�ve is to assess the viability of using Instagram as an 
effec�ve pla�orm to assemble datasets for transfer learning. 

Related Work 

2.1 GANs 

Previous approaches to genera�ve modeling in the machine learning community consist of single-
network architectures, such as deep belief networks or stacked convolu�onal autoencoders. The viability 
of the novel GAN two-network architecture for image genera�on is demonstrated through experiments 
on the MNIST, CIFAR-10, and the Toronto Face Database datasets [2]. In the early results, the trained 
generator synthesized images that are reasonably representa�ve of the real samples (Figure 2), 
demonstra�ng the poten�al of GANs to be compe��ve with previous methods. Gaining mainstream 
aten�on, GANs have become the state-of-the-art approach to genera�ve modeling using machine 
learning. 

 

Figure 2. Images generated by genera�ve adversarial networks from training on CIFAR-10 (le�) and TFD (right) 
datasets [2]. 

2.2 StyleGAN 

Although many varia�ons of the original GAN architecture have achieved successful results, a persistent 
challenge was an inability to control the image synthesis process [7]. Tradi�onal generators take ini�al 
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latent code defined by a random distribu�on in the input layer only. In many datasets, the distribu�on of 
features is non-uniform, so random inputs from latent space 𝑍𝑍 under-represent more common features 
while over-represen�ng ones less prominent in the data. To address this issue (Figure 3b), StyleGAN 
models take advantage of a standalone mapping network that maps the random latent vectors from 𝑍𝑍 to 
an intermediate latent space, 𝑊𝑊, (Figure 3c) making the features of the training dataset resemble the 
original data (Figure 3a) more closely and easier for the generator to learn. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The name StyleGAN refers to the learned affine transforma�ons applied to the vectors in 𝑊𝑊 to specialize 
them into various styles “to control adap�ve instance normaliza�on” (AdaIN) opera�ons a�er each 
convolu�on opera�on in the generator network (Figure 4). As the image is up-sampled, styles are chosen 
and applied accordingly, resul�ng in a generator capable of producing photorealis�c images with fine 
features that can be tuned and adjusted. Furthermore, style mixing allows for remarkable varia�on in 
generated samples [7]. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. An illustra�on of the effects of the mapping network [7]. 

Figure 4. Tradi�onal GAN structure (a) compared to that of StyleGAN (b) with mapping network to create an 
intermediate latent space, 𝑊𝑊 [7]. 
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Materials and Methods 

The current work involves two main efforts: 1) a data pipeline to scrape, filter, and augment images to 
assemble training datasets for transfer learning and 2) transfer learning experiments to inves�gate the 
impact of various combina�ons of source networks and target datasets. Model performance is evaluated 
with the Fréchet Incep�on Distance (FID) score, which measures the similarity between two datasets; 
lower FID scores correspond to greater similarity. In the context of GANs, the FID score is used to assess 
the realism of generated images by comparing a set of synthesized images against its real counterpart. 
Training runs are measured in kimg units of one thousand images passing through the genera�on-
discrimina�on opera�on. 

3.1 Data Pipeline 

The data pipeline constructed for this work includes tools to scrape images given a search criterion and 
then run images through filters, discarding unsuitable images and resul�ng in a small set of ideal samples 
for training the GAN. The transfer learning experiments involve training the networks on datasets 
topically different from those on which they were previously trained. The ideal data source is a 
repository of public images with a built-in method of searching for a topic. Instagram is a candidate 
pla�orm for scraping images for datasets as its hashtag search func�on provides a straigh�orward 
method to categorize raw image data by hashtag search func�on provides a straigh�orward method to 
categorize raw image data by hashtag (Figure 5). 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Examples of images scraped by Instaloader with #lateart hashtag. 

Instaloader is a Python package providing the func�onality to scrape data from Instagram [8]. It uses the 
packages Requests and urllib to access posts by URL and download the image files contained in them. 
The scraper tool is writen as a wrapper class that leverages Instaloader func�onality to automate the 
data collec�on process in a streamlined manner. Passable parameters specify subdirectory organiza�on 
op�ons and the target hashtags and number of posts to download from, supplying considerable 
modularity over dataset forma�on, including its contents and categoriza�on. A value of 1,000 posts to 
scrape from was selected, yielding a range of 1,500 to 3,000 images per hashtag as a given post may 
contain mul�ple images. 

The scraping process faced various setbacks. Instaloader’s built-in Requests rate-controller class would 
temporarily lock the accounts from downloading post media to avoid Instagram automa�on detec�on, 
slowing data collec�on for extended periods of �me. Addi�onally, hashtags were less precise than 
an�cipated, making the collected data of some hashtags far too varied and ambiguous for training 
purposes where using a dataset of similar images is crucial. For example, Instagram users o�en tag posts 
with many hashtags regardless of topic relevance to the post media, and not all media in a mul�-image 
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post is relevant to each hashtag listed. To remedy the later issue, a manual examina�on of a hashtag 
was performed prior to use for scraping. 

Training GANs with image data requires a standardized dataset of suitable images. For this work, suitable 
images are those of sufficient quality and without elements that the generator will have difficulty 
reproducing, namely text and human faces [9]. Training the GAN with images of low resolu�on or 
significant blurring leads to the genera�on of blurry samples. Without abundant data and a lengthy 
training process, neither of which are present in these experiments, the inclusion of text and human faces 
leads to the generator’s atempts to generate them, disrup�ng the photorealism of images for topics 
without human faces or text. A data filtra�on pipeline was devised to iterate through collected images 
and discard those that did not pass various thresholds of target criteria; examples of discarded images are 
in Figure 6. These filters included: 

• valid image file format; 
• pixel height and widths are both within 80% of a target resolu�on; 
• sufficiently sharp images; 
• no grayscale images; 
• no significant or prominent bodies of text; and 
• no visible human faces. 

 

Figure 6. Images of #fighterjet that would be rejected for (le� to right) low resolu�on, blurriness, prominent text, 
and human faces. 

Upon passing all filters, images are cropped, resized, and saved as new training samples (Figure 7). 
Numerous packages are used to process the image both in the filtering and resize opera�ons. Pillow and 
OpenCV are two general-purpose Python modules used to read, edit, and save image data. For the facial 
recogni�on filter, a Python module provides func�onality to detect presence, loca�on, and recurrence of 
human faces [10]. For the text recogni�on filter, OpenCV’s Frozen Efficient and Accurate Scene Text 
(EAST) Detec�on deep learning model provides crea�ve ways to iden�fy text and func�onality to draw 
boxes over the iden�fied text, used for threshold tuning and debugging. [11]. 
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Fine-tuning of various filter thresholds remained a challenge. The 
pipeline would filter too harshly at some checkpoints and too 
leniently at others, rejec�ng good or accep�ng poor training samples. 
For example, the Frozen EAST Detec�on network would occasionally 
falsely classify parts of the image as text, when in fact the image 
simply contains dark edges against a light background (Figure 8). 
Manual discernment on a variety of classifica�ons was required to 
tune parameters on this and other filters.  

 

3.2 Augmenta�on 

Data augmenta�on is a method of ar�ficially increasing the number of training samples by random 
altera�on of the data. Without sufficient data to learn from, previous work has shown that the 
discriminator network overfits and effec�vely memorizes the real images [12]. Adap�ve discriminator 
augmenta�on (ADA) is an implementa�on introduced with StyleGAN2-ada. ADA starts at the beginning 
of the training job, applying altera�ons such as isotropic image scaling, random 90-degree rota�ons, and 
color transforma�ons, induced by an augmenta�on probability hyperparameter. Data augmenta�on is 
necessary for a typical Instagram dataset containing 500 to 1,500 images. Preliminary training runs were 
conducted to observe the impact of augmenta�on methods. Runs with ADA augmenta�on consistently 
improved, while runs with both fixed and no augmenta�on did well ini�ally but got worse as training 
went on, and no augmenta�on resulted in FID scores substan�ally worse than no training at all (Figure 
9). 

 

 

Figure 8. Green boxes overlay all instances of text detec�on, true or false. 

Figure 7. A diagram modified from Digital Ocean [16] of the current data filtra�on 
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Training and Hyperparameters 
 
Training runs were conducted using NVIDIA’s official PyTorch implementa�on of StyleGAN3 and their 
scripts handling dataset assembly and image genera�on. Experiments were conducted on a GPU cluster 
from the Advanced Research Compu�ng (ARC) at Virginia Tech u�lizing three nodes of eight GPUs. Each 
training run was typically conducted for 3,500 kimg steps, meaning a single transfer learning job 
generates and discriminates images 3,500,000 �mes over. This training length was chosen a�er 
observing that a sizeable majority of runs reached an oscillatory state in performance by 3,500 kimg. 
Training runs for 512×512 and 1024×1024 resolu�ons completed in around 15 and 19 hours, 
respec�vely. 
 
Mul�ple ini�al transfer learning runs were conducted using NVIDIA’s AFHQv2 StyleGAN3 network (AFHQ) 
to find op�mal hyperparameters for experiments. These included adjustments to the generator and 
discriminator networks’ learning rates, the R1 regulariza�on penalty on the discriminator, and the 
chosen augmenta�on method. Combina�ons that resulted in stable training and the lowest FID scores 
serve as the control run moving forward. Training was con�nued from the AFHQ network onto a target 
dataset of 651 beach sunset images scraped from the Instagram hashtag #beachsunset. Beach sunsets 
were chosen for the control run based on a dissimilarity to animal faces, reflec�ng a generic dataset 
used for transfer learning. The control run generator was capable of synthesizing plausible images of 
beach sunsets, but a sizeable por�on were chao�c and random (Figure 10). 

Figure 9. FID scores for each data augmenta�on techniques. 
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Experiments and Results 

4.1 Varying Star�ng Networks 

The first experiment used different pretrained networks as the star�ng points from which transfer 
learning is conducted on a common target dataset, exploring the impact of source network on transfer 
learning. Because transfer learning begins from a model’s weights that were previously learned from 
training on a source domain, performance may be related to the contents of the source domain or 
differences in knowledge captured due to the architecture or hyperparameters. If the source domain 
maters in the transfer learning process, then not all pretrained networks will perform equally when 
training on the same target dataset. Conversely, similar performance achieved by all star�ng networks 
transferring to the same target dataset may suggest that all source datasets provided sufficient prior 
knowledge captured by the pretrained networks to enable adapta�on to the same target. This shared 
behavior might occur if each GAN learns similar core features of the image dataset or if knowledge gaps 
between the source and target datasets were equally surmountable by each network. Due to the use of 
pretrained networks without controlling for architecture and hyperparameters, this experiment cannot 
atribute cause of performance differences to the source dataset versus the architecture or 
hyperparameters of the star�ng network. 

Two other GANs pretrained by NVIDIA were used as star�ng networks in addi�on to the AFHQ network. 
While the AFHQ network was trained on images of animal faces, the FFHQ network was trained on 
images of human faces from Flickr photos, and the Me�aces network was trained on images of portraits 
from the Metropolitan Museum of Art [12] [7]. Table 1 details the size and resolu�on of each dataset. 
Images of fighter jets and late art scraped from Instagram served as the target datasets. 

Table 1. Source dataset name, resolu�on, and size for each pretrained network. 

  

Figure 10. Examples of plausible (le�) and chao�c (right) beach genera�ons. 
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SOURCE DATASET RESOLUTION IMAGES 

Animal Faces 512 x 512 16,130 

Flickr Human Faces 1024 x 1024 70,000 

Met Portraits 1024 x 1024 1,635 

While all networks performed similarly when training on the target dataset of fighter jets, this was not 
true for the target dataset of late art (Figure 11). When performing transfer learning to a target domain 
of late art, the animal faces generator network appears to cease learning as indicated by the non-
decreasing FID score, while the Flickr faces and Me�aces networks con�nue to improve. Thus, there may 
be a source-to-target suitability mapping that is impac�ul in transfer learning on GANs, but the 
experiments do not shed light on how to measure the suitability. Source dataset size does not correlate 
with performance either early or late in training for either target domain, sugges�ng performance 
differences are not a caused by size of training data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Transfer learning performance of different star�ng networks to #fighterjet (top) and #lateart. 
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4.2 Varying Target Datasets 

The second experiment began with the same pretrained star�ng network, the AFHQ network trained on 
images of animal faces, and transferred to different target datasets to explore how substan�ve 
differences in target dataset content factor into transfer learning. It is expected that datasets containing 
images with well-defined subjects, high contrast, and similar colora�on composed of images with 
consistent spa�al posi�oning, or how objects of prominence are situated in the image rela�ve to the 
background, are easier to learn features from and result in stronger transfer learning performance. 
Considering these quali�es of interest, new target datasets were reviewed and those containing the 
most ideal training samples were selected. These topics included corgis, beta fish, bald eagles, fighter 
jets, trains, pizza, late art, flowers, and mountains. The con�nued training from the star�ng network 
exhibited differen�al performance in transfer learning depending on the target dataset it was trained on 
(Figure 12 and Table 2). Inspec�on of resul�ng images for the lowest FID scores, beta fish and corgis 
(Figure 13), demonstrated that these generators synthesize realis�c images consistently. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Minimum FID scores achieved per target dataset by transfer learning. 

TARGET DATASET MINIMUM FID SCORE 

Beta fish 41.417 

Corgis 46.317 

Fighter jets 49.353 

Beach sunsets 50.949 

Mountains 57.636 

Bald eagles 59.002 

Trains 60.140 

Late art 104.555 

Figure 12. Transfer learning performance of 
animal faces to different target datasets. 
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However, not all transfer learning runs with these target datasets performed as well, such as the run 
with the target dataset of late art. Like the previous experiment with a star�ng network of animal faces 
and a target dataset of late art, the generator trained in this run appeared to reach some block in its 
learning, as indicated by the largely non-decreasing FID score. An examina�on of its resul�ng 
genera�ons supports this result, as the backgrounds of these images contain significant warping and 
chao�c addi�ons; however, the generator appeared to learn how to generate the art on the coffee 
(Figure 14). 

These experiments do not allow us to determine which atributes of a source-target dataset pairing lead 
to a stronger or weaker transfer learning performance. All target datasets were selected with the 
expecta�on that they contained the best average training samples for their respec�ve domains, yet the 
target datasets exhibited differen�al transfer learning performance. We hypothesize that there exist 
atributes of an image dataset that significantly affect the GAN learning process related to 1) source-
target dataset distance and 2) variability. 

 

Figure 14. Genera�ons of late art with realis�c art paterns but chao�c backgrounds or misshapen cups. 

The similarity between the target datasets and the source dataset may impact transfer learning. 
Considering that the source dataset in the second experiment was trained on images of animal faces, it is 
worth no�ng that the transfer learning to target datasets of corgis and beta fish outperformed runs 
trained on target datasets of objects and se�ngs, such as trains and mountains. Though samples of fish 
are not included in the animal faces source dataset, the prior knowledge of the animal faces network 
may have enabled robust adapta�on to other kinds of animals with animal-like quali�es, as seen with 
the anatomical accuracy in body texture and eye placement that exists in such genera�ons of the beta 

Figure 13. Genera�ons of beta fish (le�, middle) and a corgi (right). 
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fish. The poorer performance on the bald eagle target serves as a counterexample to the hypothesis that 
topical similarity was important, however. 

Variability between the images within a given target dataset may play a role in transfer learning. Not only 
is variability subjec�ve when not quan�ta�vely measured, but it can apply to many quali�es of an image, 
including ligh�ng paterns, colora�on, topic relevance, and even spa�al layout. The latermost refers to 
how elements of an image are posi�oned, such as the placement of the main subject of the image. This 
quality is of par�cular interest, as the nature of Instagram images as social media content lends itself to 
more randomness in how images are taken than would be in a curated dataset. Based on the results, 
variability in this spa�al layout appeared to be impac�ul, as indicated by the image-scraping process. 
While the images in the best-performing dataset of beta fish were scraped from the hashtag 
#betaphotgraphy, nearly all of them were posted by a professional account that specializes in beta fish 
photography. As a result, most samples are the side profiles of beta fish as a sole subject against a black 
backdrop. On a larger scale, this could be an underlying reason behind the photorealism of genera�ons 
from the animal faces network, whose training samples were near-uniform in their layout, consis�ng of 
the animal’s face and litle inclusion of the background. This is the stark difference from the Instagram-
scraped datasets of fighter jets or late art, which contain a much wider variety of visual contexts in 
which the picture was taken. The corgi dataset also exhibited more variability in spa�al layout (Figure 15) 
than the beta fish dataset which is expected to present a challenge for training GANs and may explain 
some the difference between the beta fish and corgi FID scores in early training. 

Conclusions and Future Work 

This work demonstrates Instagram as a viable method for forming datasets to use in GAN training, as a 
decent degree of realism is achievable by a network when trained on Instagram-scraped samples. A 
concern when scraping samples is the poten�al for randomness, however, both in the relevance to the 
hashtag scraped from and how objects in the image are situated. In conjunc�on with filtering tools, a 
careful selec�on of the hashtag search criterion is required to reduce the variability and form datasets of 
high-quality images suitable for GAN training. 

This work serves as a preliminary explora�on of transfer learning to train GANs on domains limited by 
specificity or abundance of samples. Ataining near-realis�c genera�ons a�er transfer learning from a 
pretrained GAN is possible under the right training condi�ons, but limits on dataset size and the 

Figure 15. Variability of training samples scraped from the same #corgi hashtag. 
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stochas�c nature of samples from Instagram lead to unpredictable results. Describing the methodology 
for achieving good results remains a challenge. A greater understanding of factors influencing the 
transfer learning process on GANs could yield systema�c methods to train high-performing GANs more 
efficiently in terms of training samples and �me. 

The future work that remains the most pressing is the defini�on of metrics and metadata to describe 
atributes of image datasets. These atributes and how they interact may be latent while being highly 
impac�ul in transfer learning. The differen�al performance demonstrated by this work suggests that 
these atributes exist. However, characterizing the contents and complexity of an image dataset remains 
difficult. Image representa�on itself is quan�ta�ve as three-dimensional matrices of pixel values that 
exist across spectrums of measurable characteris�cs. One hypothesis is that datasets containing images 
with well-defined subjects, high contrast, and similar colora�on will result in stronger transfer learning 
performance. Metrics that may be useful for determining suitability for training GANs on small target 
datasets may be quan�ta�ve pixel-based measurements, such as the consistency in spa�al posi�oning 
across images of a dataset. Defining metrics to quan�fy the qualita�ve aspects of a dataset, such as topic 
relevancy via seman�cally meaningful hashtags, could establish a window of expecta�on in the effects 
they and their interac�ons have on transfer learning. One metric that can be applied to either latent 
features or metadata is a measurement of difference between source and target datasets in transfer 
learning, and might be useful for choosing the most compa�ble source for a target domain [13] [14] [15]. 
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